AUTOMATED TOOL CONTROL

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• No individual scanning required
• No RFID tags to install
• No limitations on tool size – if it fits in the drawer, it works
• Intuitive touchscreen interface
• Audible voice confirmation of tool removal and replacement
• Automatic locking
• Errors announced and displayed for incorrect tool position
• 10.1" widescreen, 16:9 LED, Resistive touchscreen
• Optional polyurea elastomer coated top vs. stainless steel
• Dual wireless antennas for improved connectivity
• Hardware – 64-bit processor with 8 GB RAM
• Uninterruptable power supply – 30 min. of backup power

Powerful Administrative Software with Real Time Reporting

• Comprehensive analysis, reporting, and inventory tracking can be performed from administrator workstations located anywhere on the network in real time
• Reports are fully customizable and exportable to Excel or PDF
• Registers transactions in real time – both at the box and between the box and the admin client
• Real time communication includes email alerts when tools are used, when calibration is required, when tool status changes and lost or broken events
• Snap-on rechargeable batteries feature state of the art circuit protection that prevents overload. For safety, the batteries will shutdown if they reach an upper heat limit, (well below critical stages) or if there is an accidental shortage

SPECIFICATIONS

• 1 year electronics warranty
• Extended warranty available
• Unlimited number of assigned users
• Networking through Ethernet or wireless
• 1 copy of ATC software required for each administrator

Contact your local Snap-on tool control specialist or call Customer Service at 1.877.740.1900 for additional information.